Now that a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) has been concluded, the Clinton administration is likely to turn its attention toward negotiating a Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty (FMCT). Discussion regarding the negotiation of a FMCT occurred at the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva throughout 1994-96, though no progress was made. The issue was also discussed at the April 1997 NPT (Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons) Prepcom, which recommended that the issue be discussed at its next session in 1998. To engage in serious negotiations and eventually conclude a treaty, states will need to have an accurate picture of each other’s nuclear fuel cycle capabilities. Without such information, developing and implementing an effective verification regime will be difficult. When looking at a country’s nuclear program, the primary concerns are how much fissile material (consisting of either highly enriched uranium (HEU) or plutonium) they possess, and where such materials are produced and/or stored. Also of concern, but not addressed by the FMCT, are steps a country took toward weaponizing its nuclear capabilities. In the case of Pakistan, there is a lack of transparency and a paucity of publicly available information about its nuclear capabilities and stockpile. This report attempts to address that shortfall by providing a comprehensive analysis of the open-source data on Pakistan’s nuclear weapons program.

**FUEL CYCLE FACILITIES**

Pakistan has unsafeguarded indigenous facilities throughout its nuclear fuel cycle that are capable of feeding uranium enrichment facilities and providing fuel for the country’s reactors. Islamabad’s uranium development efforts are overseen by the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission’s Atomic Energy Minerals Center in Lahore (see Figure 1), which houses a pilot-scale mill. At the beginning of the fuel cycle, Dera Ghazi Khan province is home to the Baghalchar uranium mine, as well as a mill—which can produce up to 30 metric tons (MT) of yellowcake per year. Although the Baghalchar mine has a reported capacity of 23 MT of uranium per year, the uranium deposits there may be nearing exhaustion. A uranium mine at Qabul Khel, near Lakki in the North West Frontier Province, may meet Pakistan’s uranium ore needs when the Baghalchar mine is closed. A proposed milling site at Issa Khel in the nearby Mianwali district of Punjab province lies near a railway connecting to the Qabul Khel mine. Other efforts by Islamabad to increase its uranium production capacity include spending $7.18 million on uranium exploration in Nangar Ani, Khura-Murghan Zai, and Pitok-Sori Gorakh, all in Dera Ghazi Khan province. The exploration efforts are assisted by the Nuclear Track Detection Laboratory at the Pakistan Institute of Nuclear Science and Technology (PINSTECH) in Rawalpindi.
The yellowcake is then either fed into a uranium hexafluoride (UF6) conversion plant and sent to one of Pakistan's centrifuge facilities, or is fabricated into heavy water reactor fuel. The country's only UF6 conversion facility, located at Dera Ghazi Khan, is not safeguarded and has a yearly production capacity of 200 MT. An unsafeguarded fuel fabrication facility, which can process 24 MT of natural uranium per year and which manufactures fuel for the Karachi nuclear power plant, is located at Kundian near the Chashma reactor. The site may also house a small zirconium oxide and Zircaloy-4 production plant, which produces the cladding for reactor fuel.

Pakistan's capability to produce fissile material rests on its ability to enrich uranium. This is centered at the uranium enrichment facility at Kahuta. Kahuta is home to the A.Q. Khan Research Laboratory (KRL), formerly called the Engineering Research Laboratory (also known as the Project 706 Engineering Research Laboratory), which began operations in 1984. The facility is the hub of Islamabad's nuclear weapons program and contains an unsafeguarded uranium enrichment plant using centrifuge technology based on Urenco G-1 and G-2 designs stolen by A.Q. Khan. The plant has an estimated 3,000 centrifuges in operation with a total capacity of 9,000 to 15,000 separative work units (SWU), and can produce 55 to 95 kilograms (kg) of HEU per year. Although much of the equipment and technology for its centrifuge program was imported, KRL does have some ability to produce centrifuge components. Aside from the enrichment activities, it is believed that Kahuta may also be the site where HEU is formed into weapon cores.

In addition to Kahuta, Pakistan has two smaller centrifuge facilities: at Golra and at Sihala. Neither of these are subject to International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards, due to Pakistan's non-membership in the NPT. Western intelligence sources are reported to have claimed in 1987 that a uranium enrichment facility was being constructed at Golra. It is not clear, however, that the facility was ever completed or became operational. The Golra facility may be used to test advanced centrifuge designs before they are installed at Kahuta. The small centrifuge pilot-plant located at Sihala has a reported 54-centrifuge cascade and could be used for testing and training.

Islamabad has also indicated that it is interested in obtaining access to weapons-grade plutonium and has experimented with extracting plutonium from spent fuel. The “New Laboratories” [New Labs] experimental-scale plutonium reprocessing plant, located at PINSTECH, can reprocess 10 to 20 kg of plutonium per year. Based on a French design, construction of the unsafeguarded facility began in 1976. “Cold” tests were conducted as early as 1982, and in 1987 West German intelligence said the facility previously conducted “hot” tests. PINSTECH also houses a small-scale reprocessing laboratory that conducts experiments in the solvent extraction method. In addition to the smaller, research-sized reprocessing facilities at PINSTECH, there is a partially built plutonium reprocessing plant at Chashma that was started by France, but abandoned in 1978. Some U.S. intelligence officials believe the facility is being completed, either indigenously or with Chinese assistance, and may be part of activities undertaken by staff at New Labs. However, China could be working on a fuel fabrication facility at Chashma instead. The Chashma-1 contract stipulates that China will provide Pakistan with a fuel fabrication facility, which would be under safeguards.

In order to reprocess significant amounts of plutonium, a country needs access to large quantities of spent fuel, preferably unsafeguarded. The most obvious future source of spent fuel in Pakistan is from a 40 megawatt thermal (MWt) heavy water reactor being built with clandestine Chinese assistance at Khushab. Aside from providing spent fuel for a plutonium reprocessing plant, the unsafeguarded Khushab reactor may also be the site of a tritium production facility. In support of the Khushab reactor, Pakistan reportedly has an unsafeguarded heavy water production facility with a 13 MT per year capacity at Multan. The Multan plant could supply the Khushab reactor with heavy water, although Pakistan allegedly imported 40 MT of heavy water from the China National Nuclear Corporation.

Spent fuel also could be extracted from the country's other research or commercial reactors, although they are under IAEA safeguards. The two small research reactors, called the Pakistan Atomic Research Reactor (PARR), at PINSTECH, are the centerpiece of Pakistan’s open nuclear research and development program. PARR-1 is a 10 MW pool-type research reactor that was supplied by the United States in 1965 and has been converted to burn 20 percent enriched uranium fuel. PARR-2 is a Chinese-supplied 27 kilowatt thermal (kWt) pool-type research reactor that is fueled by one kg of HEU.
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Pakistan’s only operating commercial reactor is the Karachi nuclear power plant, a fully safeguarded 137 megawatt electric (MWe) CANDU pressurized heavy water reactor supplied by Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd. Finally, a 300 MW pressurized water reactor is being built by the China National Nuclear Corporation at Chashma. The Chashma reactor is expected to be commissioned in October 1998 and will be placed under IAEA safeguards.

FISSILE MATERIAL STOCKPILE

Pakistan’s stockpile of fissile material presently consists of weapons-grade uranium. Although there is some disagreement on the particulars, it is generally accepted that Islamabad agreed to “cap” its uranium enrichment program in 1991, meaning that it would not enrich uranium above five percent. It is possible to estimate Pakistan’s nuclear stockpile, assuming that the country’s sole capacity to enrich uranium is at the Kahuta facility. By using its estimated stockpile of low-enriched uranium (LEU) (7,493 to 12,480 kg) to feed the Kahuta plant, it would take one year for Pakistan to replace all the HEU forgone by capping its enrichment program. The amount of HEU Pakistan could produce within one year using LEU as feed (308 to 516 kg of HEU), plus the stockpile of HEU produced prior to the reported capping date (157 to 263 kg of HEU), is approximately equal to the amount of HEU Pakistan would have possessed had it not capped its enrichment program (460 to 785 kg of HEU). Assuming that a Pakistani nuclear device uses 20 kg of HEU, Pakistan would have had enough HEU for 23 to 39 nuclear weapons if it had not capped its program. If Pakistan did cap its enrichment program, during a crisis, Islamabad could enrich enough HEU for seven to 12 nuclear weapons within six months, in addition to the eight to 13 weapons worth of HEU stockpiled prior to capping.

WEAPONIZING ITS NUCLEAR STOCKPILE

Any attempt by Islamabad to weaponize its stockpile of fissile material would require several steps. First, the trigger and other non-nuclear components of a nuclear device would have to be manufactured or acquired. Such work would most likely occur in and around the military-run Pakistan Ordnance Factory at Wah. A large machine tool complex, called the Heavy Mechanical Complex (HMC), is at Taxila, as are the Heavy Rebuild Factory (HRF) and the Heavy Forge Factory (HFF). A unit for developing a nuclear device was reportedly established at one of these facilities. Such a unit would likely be the location for any weaponization work, especially the trigger and high explosive packages, due to the factory’s expertise in fuzing, high explosives, and heavy machining.

Pakistan has taken other steps to increase its ability to weaponize. In 1987, Islamabad acquired a West German tritium purification and production facility, which can produce up to five to 10 grams of tritium per day. The equipment may have been tested in 1987 at a secret location 150 kilometers (km) south of Rawalpindi (Khushab is located 150 km to the southwest), using lithium-6 targets irradiated in the PARR-1 research reactor. Tritium can be produced by irradiating lithium-6 targets in a reactor and then processing those targets in a separate plant. Tritium can be used as a booster in advanced fission designs and as a neutron initiator.

Were Islamabad to move to develop nuclear weapons openly, it would probably conduct one or more nuclear tests to certify its weapon design. Such tests would likely be conducted at a site in Chagai Hills, where “cold” tests of a nuclear implosion device were held in 1986. An airbase in the area allegedly contains a facility for storing nuclear weapons-related material, possibly for protection from a pre-emptive Indian airstrike.

CONCLUSION

If an FMCT were to enter into force, the IAEA would likely be tasked with enforcing the agreement as part of its safeguards efforts. To date, the government of Pakistan has provided little information on its nuclear program, closely guarding it as a vital state secret. The provision of open-source data, as called for under the IAEA’s 93 + 2 program, is a valuable supplement to the data from participating states’ national intelligence organizations. The available open-source data indicates that Pakistan possesses at least 160 to 260 kg of unsafeguarded HEU, which could be subject to eventual elimination under the treaty. The data also indicate that Pakistan has at least one, and as many as three, facilities with the capability to enrich uranium to weapons grade that would have to be declared and inspected under the new regime. Additionally, Islamabad evidently is pursuing the capability to reprocess plutonium at one or more facilities, and is building one unsafeguarded and one commercial reactor that could provide spent fuel to these reprocessing facili-
ties. At the least, these sites would have to be brought under some form of safeguards in order to make the FMCT verifiable.
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